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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

1. The Sub-Committee on Structural Reforms met online on the platform Zoom on 
June 24, 2020 under the Chairmanship of H.E. Mr. Salah Francis ELHAMDI Ambassador 
of the People’s Democratic Republic of Algeria and Permanent Representative to the 
African Union and United Nations Economic Commission and Chair of the Sub-Committee 
on Structural Reforms.  

 
2. The meeting was attended by the following Member States: 

 

 Algeria  Egypt  Libya  Saharawi 

 Angola  Eritrea  Madagascar  Seychelles 

 Botswana  Ethiopia  Mali  South Africa  

 Burkina-Faso  Gabon  Morocco  South Sudan 

 Burundi  Gambia  Namibia  Togo 

 Chad  Ghana   Niger  Zambia 

 Congo  Guinea  Rwanda  Zimbabwe 

 DRC  Kenya     

 
3. The Chair, H.E. Ambassador of the People’s Democratic Republic of Algeria 
opened the meeting and thanked Delegates from Member States who were present for 
their commitments. He also welcomed the Representatives of the Commission. He 
informed the meeting that the Ambassador of the Seychelles, H.E. Mr. David Pierre had 
handed over the Chairmanship of the Sub-Committte back to the Democratic Republic of 
Algeria. He reminded that H.E. Mr. David Pierre stepped in as temporary Chair after the 
departure of H.E. Mr. Rachid Benlounes, the previous Ambassador of the Democratic 
Republic of Algeria and Chair of the Sub Committee on Structural Reforms.  
 
4. The Chair, H.E. Ambassador of the People’s Democratic Republic of Algeria 
thanked H.E. Mr. David Pierre the Ambassador of the Seychelles for his Chairmanship 
and congratulated him on the work that was accomplished by the Sub-Committee under 
his Chairmanship. 
 
5. The Chair, H.E. Ambassador of the People’s Democratic Republic of Algeria also 
informed the meeting that there was a joint sitting with the bureaus of the Sub-Committee 
on Structural Reforms and the Sub-Committee on General Supervision and Coordination 
on Budgetary Financial and Administrative Matters convened on 10 June 2020 to discuss 
the calendar of the Sub-Committee on Structural Reforms to review the structures that are 
ready and the possible dates for the joint sitting of both Sub-Committee to review the 
Transition plan and the Financing strategy of the newly approve structure. 

 
II. ON THE ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 

 
6. The Chair, H.E. Ambassador of the People’s Democratic Republic of Algeria, 
presented the proposed draft agenda to the meeting as follows: 
 

i. Opening Remarks by the Chairperson of the Subcommittee 
ii. Adoption of Agenda 
iii. Examination of Structures to be approved by the Executive Council Session of 

July 2020 
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 AU Permanent Representation in China 

 AFREC 
iv. Any Other Business   

 
7. There was no comments or suggestions on new agenda items. The agenda was 
therefore adopted as proposed.  
 
III. EXAMINATION OF STRUCTURES TO BE APPROVED BY THE EXECUTIVE 

COUNCIL SESSION OF JULY 2020 
 

A. AU PERMANENT REPRESENTATION IN CHINA 
 

8. The Ag. Director of AHRMD presented the proposed structure for the AU 
Permanent Representation Office in China. She explained that the office was opened 
following the adoption of the Plan of Action of the FOCAC in Johannesburg Summit in 
December 2015. She further explained that the plan indicated that the African Union was 
invited to establish a representative office in Beijing at an early date by China.  

 
9. She indicated to the meeting that the proposed structure is very lean compared to 
other Permanent Representation Offices of the AU with a total of only ten (10) staff 
proposed. She clarified that the proposed structure was drafted in line with the mandate 
of this office as well as the Budget constraint. She also pointed out that from an HR point 
of view, the position named Advisor Peace and Security should not be at P3 if the name 
is kept like that. According to AU nomenclature, Advisors are at P5 level. The director 
made the proposal that the position should be renamed Senior Officer Peace and Security. 
She also proposed to have the position of cleaner outsourced. 
 
10. The Ag. Director AHRMD then informed the meeting that a representative from the 
Bureau of the Chairperson of the Commission was available to further explained the 
rationale for the proposed structure and respond to all questions asked. The representative 
for the Bureau of the Chairperson of the Commission was given the floor by the 
Chairperson. She stated to the meeting that the proposed structure was kept to the 
minimum compared to the other offices in light of the budget constraints raised by Member 
States in various platforms. She further stated that the structure was designed in line with 
the mandate of the office. She reinforced that some staff are already hired and have 
started working in the office.  
 
11. The Chair of the meeting thanked the Ag. Director AHRMD and the Representative 
from the bureau of the Chairperson and opened the floor for Member States reaction on 
the proposal before them. Member States raised a concern on the fact that there was no 
indication of the financial implication for the office and stated that it would be difficult to 
make a decision without it. Member States also raised a concern on the fact that they did 
not feel like the proposed structure was in line with the mandate of the office and requested 
further clarity from the Commission. Member States then requested that the Commission 
provide detailed information on the staff that are already working in the office as well as 
their terms of reference. 
 
12. The following concerns were raised by Member States on the proposed positions: 

 
a) With regards to the position of Advisor (Peace and Security) (P3); Member 

States agreed that it should be renamed Senior Officer. There was also an 
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argument made with regards to the fact that the naming of this position as 
Advisor (Peace and Security) gave the impression that the main mandate of 
the office is on Peace and Security which, according to Member States, is 
not the case and it should be on Economics and Political Affairs.  

b) With regards to the position of Finance and Administrative officer (P2); 
Member States questioned if this position is at the relevant grade, and the 
type of expertise that shall be needed. 

c) With regards to the positions of the two Secretaries (GSA4); Member States 
suggested that it should be reduced to one post only. 

d) With regards to the position of Cleaner/Mail Runner; Member States 
questioned the rational of combining both. 

e) Member States felt that the proposal did not clearly show the posts that will 
be locally recruited. They therefore requested that since the support staff can 
be hired locally, the Commission should outlined all the positions that will be 
recruited as local staff. 

 
13.  The commission responded to the Member States concerns and questions by 
providing some clarification: 
 

a) To the concern of Member States on the lack of financial implication, the 
Commission apologised for failing to share the information with the Member 
States.  

b) To the concern of Member States on the fact that the proposed structure was 
not in line with the mandate of the office, the Commission clarified that the 
proposed positions in the structure were carefully chosen to address the 
mandate of the office. 

c) To the concerns and questions on the proposed positions in the structure, 
the Commission agreed to review the proposal. 

 
14. Following the clarification from the Commission, the ruling of the Chair was as 
follows: 

 The Commission should revise the proposed structure taking into account all 
the concerns and suggestions raised by the meeting; 

 The Commission should present the new proposal with the financial 
implication to the Sub-Committee in a subsequent meeting; and 

 The Commission should provide detailed information on the staff that are 
already working in the office as well as their terms of reference. 

 
B. AFREC 
 

15. The African Energy Commission (AFREC) is a specialized agency of African Union 
created by Decision AHG/Dec.167 (XXXVII) of the 37th Summit of the OAU African Heads 
of States and Governments held in Lusaka, Zambia, on 11 July 2001, and officially 
launched by the African Union Ministers in charge of Energy in the meeting held on 15 – 
17 February 2008 in Algiers, Algeria through the Algiers Declaration AU/EXP/EN/Decl (III). 
The Ag. Director of AHRMD introduced the proposed structure of AFREC. She explained 
that the office already existed with ten 10 positions that were adopted by Member States 
for the first phase of recruitment, with the possibility to review and add more as needed. 

 
16. She further stated that in light of the recently approved structure for the Department 
of Infrastructure at the AUC, there is a need to rationalize the current structure of AFREC 
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in order for them to fulfil their mandate. She then informed the meeting that the Director of 
the Department of Infrastructure and Energy of the AUC as well as the Executive Director 
of AFREC were attending the meeting and available to give further clarifications on the 
proposed structure. The Chair gave the floor to the Director of Infrastructure and Energy 
of the AUC. 
 
17. When taking the floor, the Director of Infrastructure and Energy of the AUC informed 
the meeting that the proposed structure was in line with the mandate of both the AFREC 
and the Infrastructure and Energy Department. He further expressed that the proposal was 
carefully reviewed so that there is no duplication with the Division of Energy but rather 
complementarity. 
 
18. The Executive Director of AFREC was given the floor by the Chair to complement 
the presentation of the proposed structure of AFREC. He highlighted  the following on the 
proposed structure as follow: 
 

a) AFREC mandate is articulated very clearly in AFREC convention which 
shows the great importance of the energy sector in African economy and 
also show the importance for Africa to have a dedicated and specialized 
energy institution to contribute to development of energy sector similar to the 
other region in the world like International Energy Agency (IEA) for 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and development (OECD) and 
Latin America Energy Organization (OLADE) for South America countries. 

b) To highlight the importance of AFREC to be strong and empowered, He gave 
snapshot of status of energy sector in Africa as follow: 

o Electricity sector: 600 million African ( almost 50% of African) don’t have 
access to electricity, while the investment in this sector in Africa is only 
represent 4% of the global investment in electricity supply system despite 
the fact the Africa is home of 17% of the global population; 

o Clean Cooking: almost 900 million African don’t have access to clean 
cooking fuel and mainly use charcoal and firewood which have multi 
negative impacts on health and environment. 

o Renewable Energy: in solar energy for example, Africa has the richest 
solar energy resources in the world but has less than 1% of global installed 
capacity. This low percentage is also true for other renewable energy 

o Natural Gas: it represent 50% of the energy mix of North African region 
while represent only 5% of the whole rest of Africa, despite the fact that 
40% of new global discovery in last ten years is in Africa; 

o Crude oil: Africa is producing 10% of the world production of the crude oil, 
exporting 75% of the production and importing almost all oil products. This 
make Africa is the only continent in the world is net exporter and net 
importer. 

c) He stated that the 10 positions approved for AFREC by the Executive 
Council in 2011 are all filled except one position. The positions filled are: 
Executive Director – P6, Head of Division – P5, Principle international 
cooperation officer – P4, Senior policy officer – P3, Communication officer – 
P2, Finance officer – P2, Admin Assistant – GSA5, Secretary/Receptionist – 
GSA4, Driver – GSB7. 

d) He presented the proposed structure which include: (1)  Division of energy 
Strategies, researches and support – 8 positions; (2) Division of Energy 
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Information System and Energy statistics – 8 positions, (3) administration 
unit – 5 positions; (4) Executive Director Office – 4 positions. 

e) He stated that the total positions in the proposed structure are 25 positions, 
10 positions are already approved since 2011 and 15 additional positions. 
He also stated that the current cost of the current structure is 1.125 million 
which will increase to 3 million for the proposed structure 

f) He concluded his presentation by sincerely thanks AFREC host countries, 
Democratic Republic of Algeria for its continuous support to the AFREC 
operation and activities. 
 

19. The chair opened the floor for Member States on the proposal before them. Member 
States questioned the rational for the newly proposed structure as well as the number of 
new positions. They also questioned the increased of the budget from 1 million to more 
than 3 million. They further questioned why the proposal before is different from the one 
that was submitted last year.  
 
20. Member States also referred to the current economic meltdown due to the COVID-
19 where most, if not all Member States’ economies are contracting, making it very difficult 
for them to honour their contributions. The COVID-19 is unprecedented and in considering 
this new structure it is critical that we factor in affordability and pragmatism. They recalled 
that AFREC exists by virtue of a Convention and was initially established with a structure 
of 10 staff members with the understanding that the structure will eventually increase.  
 
21. Member States made suggestions on the positions that could be removed in order 
to decrease the total budget while insuring that key functions remained. They felt like the 
posts of PO IT and Data Management Expert and PO Graphic design can be merged or if 
kept, they should be downgraded. They also felt that the post of one Finance Officer at P2 
might not be sufficient and that there should be an Accountant Assistant to work closely 
with the Finance Officer. They suggested the deletion of the P4 position, as they felt the 
Executive Director can fill this role; the reduction of the positions of SPO - Energy 
Statisticians - P3 to one (1) post, the merging of some of the SPO under the division of 
Energy Policies, Strategies and Support, the reduction of the number of position of Admin 
Assistant to one post, and the deletion of the position of Mail Runner as they felt one of 
the drivers can occupy also that position. 
 
22. The commission was then given an opportunity to respond to the Member States 
concerns as follow: 
 

a) With regards to the difference between this proposal and the one submitted to 
Member States last year; it is important to note that the current proposed 
structure is different from the one submitted to Subcommittee on November 
2019. The new proposed structure is in line with the mandates of both the 
AFREC and the department of Infrastructure and Energy at the AUC. It has been 
developed taking into consideration the newly approved structure of the Energy 
Division for which three (3) positions were approved. Therefore, there is no 
overlap between AFREC and Energy division.  

b) The Commission took note on the comment to keep the Executive Director at 
P6 level as already approved previously instead of D1.  

c) The Commission took note to add an Accountant Assistant – finance to the 
structure since the finance officer – P2 alone is not sufficient. 
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d) With regards to the Principal policy officer – International Cooperation officer – 
P4; it is important to note that the position had already been approved by the 
Executive Consel in 2011 and the staff has already been appointed by H.E CP. 

e) With regards to the Policy Officer – IT & Data Management – P2; it should be 
noted that this post is needed as AFREC has an energy data management 
system, energy statistic data base and his own web site which need expert with 
the said qualification and skill to manage.  

f) With regards to the position of Graphic designer; it should be noted that it is 
supposed to design all graphic and info graphic publications for communication 
and information purposes including those of energy publications and support 
the Communication Officer whose role is to lead the communication unit by 
developing and implementing internal & external communication policies and 
strategy, amongst other duties. Whilst the Graphic Designer will provide support 
in creative graphic work for all communication networks and materials including 
that of the website and energy publication.  

g) The Commission took note to merge the 2 Admin Assistants under the divisions 
to one Admin Assistant under the Administration unit to take the responsibilities 
of general Administration, the Protocol and Event organisers for the Institutions.  

h) The Commission highlighted the importance of the division of energy 
information system and Energy statistics since AFREC supposed to support the 
55 MS to build and improve the national energy information system which, in 
most if not all, is weak or missing. The national energy information of all MS 
need to be updated annually which need more staff in this division. 

i) The Commission confirmed that there are no duplication between roles of 
AFREC in energy statistics and the role of AFRISTAT and RECs. AFRASTAT 
is mainly working in Socio-economic only. RECS also have no activities in 
collecting energy data and solely depend on AFREC in collecting, validating and 
disseminating the energy statistics. 

j) The minimum number of positions required for SPO Statisticians is 4 staff to 
ensure smooth operation of the division. It should be noted that the SPO – 
Energy Statisticians supposed to communicate with all African countries to 
provide training to national experts, collect and validate data, do analysis, 
prepare energy policy paper and energy briefs at national, regional and 
continental levels. Ensure all energy statistics are collected through focal points 
and statistics reports are developed for Member states decision and planning 
purposes.  

k) The Commission clarified that the sectorial SPO proposed for the Division of 
Programmes, strategies and support represent the nature of AFREC as 
specialized agency which need specialized experts in several energy sub-
sectors to allow AFREC to provide the required technical support to MS and 
AUC in the energy related topics. All the sub-sectors mentioned are very 
important and critical for the African energy sector. In this regard, having 
multidisciplinary officers is not a feasible practice on the energy sector.  

 
23. Following the clarification from the Commission, the ruling of the Chair was to 
support the proposed structure, following that the proposed changes form Member States 
are made: 
 

a) To reduce some of the positions in the proposed structure; 
b) To remove the post of P4, as they felt the Executive Director can fill this role; 
c) To reduce the position of SPO - Energy Statisticians - P3 to one (1) post; 
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d) To merge some of the SPO under the division of Energy Policies, Strategies 
and Support; 

e) To reduce the number of position of Admin Assistant to one post, reporting 
to the Executive Director; 

f) To remove the position of Mail Runner as they felt one of the drivers can 
occupy also that position; 

g) To downgrade the positions of PO IT and Data Management Expert and PO 
Graphic design to P1. 

 
IV. CONCLUSION 
 
24. The Chair H.E. Ambassador of the Democratic Republic of Algeria closed the 
session after thanking his colleagues for their participation to the meeting. He informed 
the meeting that the report would be distributed to everyone and that there would be a 
subsequent meeting to adopt the report and structures discussed which shall then be 
tabled before to the PRC for their consideration. 
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AFREC STRUCTURE 

Post Grade 
Number of 

Staff 

Office of the Executive Director 

Executive Director   P6 1 

Admin. Assistant  GSA5 1 

Communication Officer P2 1 

Division of Policies, Strategies and Support 

Head of Division  P5  1 

Country Support & Capacity Building Officer P4 1 

Renewable Energy Officer P3 1 

Energy Efficiency Officer P3 1 

Research, Oil & Gas Officer P3 1 

Energy Product Technologies Officer P3 1 

Energy Economy & Modelling Officer P3 1 

Division of Energy Information System & Statistics 

Head of Division P5 1 

Energy Statisticians Officers P3 3 

IT & Data Management Expert P3 1 

Graphic Designer P1 1 

Unit of Administration, Finance & support   

Finance officer P2 1 

Assistant Accountant GSA5 1 

Administrative Assistant GSA5 1 

Secretary Receptionist GSA4 1 

Driver GSB7 1 

Mail Runner GSB7 1 

Total Number of Staff 22 
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 UPDATED ORGANIGRAM 

Approved Positions

New Positions

Unit

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - P6

Head of Energy Information System and Energy 
Statistics Division - P5

Head of Policies, Strategies & Support Division - P5 Unit  of Administration, Finance and Support 
Function

Communication Officer - P2

Administrative Assistant - GSA5

SPO - Renewable Energy - P3

SPO - Energy Efficiency - P3

SPO - Bioenergy Statistician - P3

Admin Assistant - GSA5

Finance Officer - P2

Secretary Receptionist - GSA4

Driver 1 - GSB7

Mail Runer - GSB7

SPO - Research Officer Oil & Gas - P3 

SPO - Energy Economy & Modelling - P3

Country Support & Capacity Building - P4

SPO - Energy Statistician - P3

SPO - Energy Statisticians - P3 

PO - IT & Data Management Expert - P3

SPO - Energy Product Technologies- P3 

Accountant Assistant - GSA5

PO - Graphic Designer - P1
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Post Adj. Spouse All. Child All. Housing Pension

54% 5% $250 19%

int/loc Status Spouse C-Int C-Loc Total % of BS 5% of BS 20.83 per child All. Employer

1 Executive Director P6 1 int M 1 4 5 61,023.00               32,952.42                 3,051.15               1,000.00                23,544 13,565.41                 40,000.00                 175,135.98                   

2 Head of Energy Policy Division P5 1 int M 1 4 5 50,746.00               27,402.84                 2,537.30               1,000.00                23,544 11,743.44                 40,000.00                 156,973.58                   

3 Country Support & Capacity Building P4 1 int M 1 4 5 42,879.00               23,154.66                 2,143.95               1,000.00                23,544 9,823.66                   40,000.00                 142,545.27                   

4 Senior Energy Information System officer P3 10 int M 1 4 5 47,725.00               25,771.50                 2,386.25               1,000.00                18,540 10,609.27                 40,000.00                 146,032.02                   

5 Finance and Administration Officer P2 8 int M 1 4 5 38,025.00               20,533.50                 1,901.25               1,000.00                18,540 8,673.48                   40,000.00                 128,673.23                   

6 Communication and Publication Specialiste P2 1 int M 1 1 2 31,073.00               16,779.42                 1,553.65               250.00                   18,540 7,128.27                   40,000.00                 115,324.34                   

7 Administrative Assistant GSA5 1 int M 1 1 2 15,758.00               8,509.32                   787.90                   250.00                   18,540 3,722.19                   40,000.00                 87,567.41                      

8 Administrative Assistant Protocol GSA5 1 int M 1 4 5 15,758.00               8,509.32                   787.90                   1,000.00                18,540 3,722.19                   40,000.00                 88,317.41                      

9 Drivers GSB7 8 loc M 1 1 10,912.00               545.60                   -                           1,667.92                   -                              13,125.52                      

10 Secretary/Receptionist GSA4 1 int M 1 1 2 12,834.00               6,930.36                   641.70                   250.00                   18,540 3,042.40                   30,000.00                 72,238.46                      

GRAND TOTAL 10.00         10.00       27.00        -                            37.00                        326,733.00            170,543.34               16,336.65             6,750.00                181,872.00              73,698.23                 350,000.00              1,125,933.22                

BUDGET ITEMSALARY & ALLOWANCES

ACCOUNT CODE_______________________

NAME OF DEPARTMENT/REGIONAL OFFICE_______________________ YEAR 2020
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Job Title Nber Grade Step Intern Local Total

New structure

1 Director 1 P6 1 1 4 62,760 33,890 3,138 1,000 23,544 13,952 40,000 178,283

2 Head of  Division 2 P5 1 2 8 101,492 54,806 5,075 2,000 47,088 22,562 50,000 283,022

3 Country Support & Capacity Building 1 P4 1 1 4 42,879 23,155 2,144 1,000 23,544 9,532 40,000 142,254

4 Senior officer 9 P3 1 13 36 339,777 183,480 16,989 9,000 166,925 75,532 160,000 951,703

5 Officer 2 P2 1 5 12 62,146 33,559 3,107 3,000 37,094 13,815 130,000 282,722

6 Second Officer 1 P1 1 1 4 25,523 13,782 1,276 1,000 18,547 5,674 40,000 105,803

7 Driver 1 GSB7 1 2 4 13,870 0 694 1,000 0 3,083 26,400 45,047

8 Administrative Assistant 3 GSA5 1 3 12 47,346 25,567 2,367 3,000 55,642 10,525 120,000 264,447

9 Secretary/Receptionist 1 GSA4 1 1 4 12,834 6,930 642 1,000 18,547 2,853 40,000 82,806

10 Mail runner 1 GSB7 1 2 4 15,758 8,509 788 0 0 3,503 13,200 41,758
Total 22 724,385 383,678 36,219 22,000 390,931 161,031 659,600 2,377,843

Children

Table 4 : PROPOSED STRUCTURE TO BE APPROVED
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Table 1: Current Structure

Title Grade Step

Dependents

Basic Pay Education Allowance TOTAL
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